
2018 – 2019 Honda Accord Air Release Bumper Reflector Overlays 
Thank you for purchasing our Precut Head light overlays.  These instructions will guide you through 
the process of installing these overlays on your vehicle.  If for any reason you need some help please 
contact us: Sales@cruxmoto.com FB.com/cruxmotorsports  
 
Install Time: 10 mins 
 
It is recommended that you apply these graphics in a warm space over 50 degrees Fahrenheit  
 
What else you will need:  Squeegee, Microfiber Towel, Rubbing Alcohol 
 
For our installation video of this process please visit: 
 
www.youtube.com/user/CruxMotorsports and search Honda Accord Bumper Reflector  
   

1. Clean the light thoroughly with rubbing alcohol and microfiber towel.  Make sure light is 
completely clean and dry before applying decal, this will ensure for a smooth dirt free 
application.   

2. Once the light is clean, peel the decal from the backing paper.  Make sure your finger tips are 
also clean, the material will pick the dirt off your fingers and stick to the adhesive if so. 

3. Align film starting towards the center of the car and work the film towards the outside of the 

car keeping tension on the film with one hand and pushing down just in the middle of the film 

with your other hand.  

4. You want to make sure as you are aligning the film that it is staying centered.  There will be 

some overhang on the top and bottom of the film you will take care of that in the next step. 

5. Once the film is tacked down in the center section you are going to have to tuck the overhang 

behind the bumper. To do this you will want to first focus on the bottom section.  Apply light 

pressure to the reflector to push it back into the bumper this will allow you to use a squeegee 

to tuck the remaining film behind the bumper.  

6. Once this is completed repeat the process on the top of the reflector.  
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